Abstract: Multi-panel images play a vital role in describing complicated situations; however, their availability degrades the retrieval accuracy of image retrieval systems. For improving the accuracy of image retrieval systems, the researchers proposed different approaches for the segmentation of multi-panel images into their constituent sub-images. In this paper, five multi-panel image segmentation approaches are reviewed: (1) Manual Segmentation, (2) Inter-panel Boundary Detection, (3) Cluster Based Approach, (4) Sub-panel Label Detection, and (5) Panel Boundary Detection. We discuss the performance metrics used for the evaluation of these proposed approaches. An overview of the datasets used in the literature is also provided. The practical aspects of sub-image separation are finally considered.
Introduction
Presently, people are using multi-panel images for different purposes, for example, for comparing the results of different methods available in the literature [1] . However, their availability creates problems for image retrieval systems. Different researchers proposed various methods [1] - [4] for automatic segmentation of multi-panel images. Manual approach [2] was used to segment multi-panel images. Other proposed approaches compute the locations of the inter-panel borders and then separate the given multi-panel image at one of the computed locations. It is time consuming to separate the images manually due to increasing number of multi-panel images. The results of other approaches are not satisfactory for multi-panel images having dissimilar-sized sub images. In this paper, we review multi-panel image segmentation approaches for evaluation purpose. Five multi-panel image segmentation approaches are reviewed: (1) Manual Segmentation, (2) Inter-panel Boundary Detection, (3) Cluster Based Approach, (4) Sub-panel Label Detection, and (5) Panel Boundary Detection. Effective segmentation of multi-panel images plays a key role in the domain of content based image retrieval, machine vision, medical imaging, object detection, and recognition task. For instance, the results of image retrieval systems are poor for an image database containing multi-panel images like the one shown in Fig. 1 . This is due to the fact that the image retrieval system cannot have access to the sub-images of multi-panel images. Same is the case with other applications' domains. The results of image retrieval systems can be improved by decomposing multi-panel images in an image database into its constituent sub-images like the one shown in Fig. 2 . 
Multi-panel Image Segmentation Methods
This section presents the available approaches used for the segmentation of multi-panel images into their constituent sub-images. We found the following five approaches which are explained one by one.
Manual Approach
In [2] , the authors proposed a system for finding most similar images for the given image in support of clinical decision. However, the medical image database contains both single and multi-panel images. As discussed in the introduction section, the multi-panel images degrade the performance of medical image retrieval system because it cannot get access to the sub-images. In order to improve its performance, the authors manually separate the sub-figures of multi-panel images. However, this manual process is time consuming. An automatic method is needed for separating the sub-images of multi-panel images.
Inter-panel Boundary Detection
In [3] , the authors proposed a recursive algorithm for separating the sub-images of compound figure. The proposed algorithm first employs an illustration classifier for finding the class of the given compound figure, i.e. illustration or non-illustration image. If the input compound figure is illustration then the proposed algorithm apply the band-based algorithm for decomposing the given figure into sub-images, otherwise, the edge-based algorithm is used.
The proposed algorithm generates better results for compound images containing white space separator or edges. However, the performance of the proposed algorithm is not satisfactory for multi-panel images containing line separator with color other than white. Ajad et. al [5] proposed automatic figure classification technique for the biomedical images available in the medical journals. A main problem in figure classification is due to the fact that many figures in the biomedical literature are compound figures that mostly consist of more than one type of figures. The proposed algorithm worked through detection and analysis of compound figures for the presence of uniform space gaps between single figures. It works at a large scale on biomedical images present in the biomedical journals. Distinctive feature of proposed technique is that without any prior information about image type, a variety of compound figure types can be detected and analyzed. Furthermore, it effectively utilizes figure's visual information since captions often rely on inaccurate information. Moreover, captions are either not available or incomplete. As a result, sub-images detection techniques cannot rely solely on captions. It learns a set of custom rules from the training image dataset to be used further in detection phase. However, the proposed algorithm fails for images like the one shown in Fig. 3 . This is due to the reason that the image in Fig. 3 has no white-space gap between the sub-images. In [1] , the proposed framework excludes the boundary of the input multi-panel image and then locates the longest inter-panel border in the resultant image. Next, the original multi-panel image is decomposed into two sub-images at the identified location of the longest inter-panel border. This procedure is demonstrated in 
Cluster Based Separator Line
In [7] the author proposed two techniques (1) Low Variance (2) Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) clustering. The method in (1) sometimes forms more than one bounding boxes for one sub-image of multi-panel image like the one shown in Fig. 6 . 
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On the other hand, the method (2) may generate poor results for multi-panel images containing sub-images having multi-region with gap between them. Example of such image is show in Fig. 6. 
Subpanel Label Detection
In [8] the authors combined figure captions with pixel-level representation of images. First of all, figure captions were analyzed, to recognize the label style which is used to label panels. After that, pixel-level representation was used to divide a figure into a set of boundary boxes which is converted into text using OCR. Lexical analysis was performed on the text to explore panel labels within the figure that related the result analysis of caption. Finally, optimal panel layout was used to divide the figure. However, the results of the OCR are not satisfactory for images having complicated texture and low contrast labels.
The accurate indexing of images which are available in scientific publication is crucial for efficient and effective retrieval of images. However, indexing of such images is difficult because in scientific literature figure often combine multiple individual sub-images i.e. panels. The proposed technique in [9] automatically finds out panel boundaries, identifies panel labels in the images and changes them into text. Finally, it finds out labels and textual descriptions of each panel from the associated captions. The proposed technique links the output of image content and text processing on caption. Similarly, the technique also decomposes the multi-panel figure into sub-images and corresponding section of the caption is assigned to each subfigure. The results of this technique are poor for multi-panel images containing low contrast panel labels.
Panel Boundary Detection
The purpose of this work as explained in [4] is to define a new and advanced method to disintegrate subpanels from stitched multi-panel figures. This new technique is usually found in biomedical research articles. The images in such figures have different imaging modalities. For better biomedical Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), the most demanding step is to separate them. This technique plays a vital role in the local line segment detection which is usually based on the gray level pixel changes. The second important function of this is to apply a line vectorization process. This process relates the remarkable broken lines with the subfigure boundaries and within the subpanels, unimportant line segments are eliminated. The validity of this approach is checked by applying it on a subset of stitched multi-panel biomedical figures obtained from articles within the open access subset of PubMed central repository, and we got precision and recall of 81.22% and 85.00% respectively.
Performance Metrics
In [3] , the sensitivity and precision were used for evaluation of separation lines. In [5] , manual approach was used for evaluating the results of proposed method. In [7] , area under the ROC cure is used for the evaluating the results of proposed method. In [1] , the precision, recall and F1 score were used for computing the accuracy of the proposed system. In [4] , the precision and recall were used for computing the accuracy of the proposed system.
Multi-panel Image Dataset
In [2] , the authors used 743 manually annotating images. All these images were taken from the image CLEFmed 2004-2005 dataset. In [8] , the authors used number of images extracted from 2,848 articles for testing the accuracy of the proposed approach. Each article in the data set has6 figures and each figure has3 panels on average. In [3] , 1237 multi-panel images were selected from Bio medical central journals for testing the performance of the proposed work. The selected multi-panel image data set contains three categories of images; regular images, illustration images and mixed images.In [5] , the authors used 515 biomedical multi-panel images. In [7] , the authors used ImageCLEF benchmark image dataset for the evaluation of proposed technique. It contains total 300,000 biomedical images taken from scientific literature. This data set is a subset of PubMed Centrally image data set. For evaluation tests, 2982compound images were manually selected. In [1] , the authors used 2407, 2340 multi-panel images as a testing and training dataset for checking the accuracy of their system. All these images were taken from the image CLEF Med 2013 dataset. In [4] , the authors used 150 biomedical figures extracted from the image CLEF Med 2015 data set for checking the accuracy of their system. The precision and recall were used for computing the accuracy of the proposed system.
Subfigures Separation In Practice
This section includes image class identification methods, perfection of automatic methods over manual methods and detail discussion on the available multi-panel image datasets.
Image Class Identification Methods
The automatic methods for sub-figures separation need image class identification as a first step. For class identification, different methods and approaches are used. In [1] , the longest inter-panel border is detected inside the image borders based on dynamic threshold using ratio of length and width of the given image. The image satisfying the threshold is considered as multi-panel.
Perfection of Automatic Methods over Manual Methods
The medical image database contains both single and multi-panel images. The performance of medical image retrieval system is degraded by the availability of multi-panel images as it cannot get access to the sub-images. Manual approach was used for separating the sub-figures of multi-panel images. However, separating multi-panel images manually is time consuming and laborious for dataset containing numerous multi-panel images. In order to overcome these limitations, an automatic method is necessary. The brief description of the available automatic method is given below.
In [3] , the authors suggested band based and edge based algorithms for separating the sub-images of compound figure. First, it employs an illustration classifier for finding the class of the given compound figure, i.e. illustration or non-illustration and then applies one of the suggested algorithms based on the class of compound figure.
Two approaches are proposed in [7] , low variance and particle swarm optimization (PSO) clustering. The low variance method sometimes generates more than one bounding boxes for one sub-image of multi-panel image. On the other hand, the PSO generates poor result for multi-panel images containing sub-images with gap between them.
In [8] , the figure captions are combined with pixel-level representation of images. First of all figure captions were analyzed to identify the label style. Then pixel level representation is used to divide a figure into a set of boundary boxes for detecting the panel labels. Finally, optimal panel layout is used to divide the figure.
The purpose of this work [4] is to define a new method to disintegrate subpanels from stitched multi-panel figures. This approach plays a vital role in the local line segment detection. The second important function is to apply a line vectorization process. It relates the remarkable broken lines with the sub-image boundaries and within the subpanels while removing unimportant line segments.
